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Investigations into value-based ‘anomalies’ such as the P/E effect sort shares into quintiles, or 
at most deciles. These are blunt instruments. We test whether most of the extra value to be 
found in the lower end of the P/E spectrum is to be found in the very lowest P/E shares, and 
whether the worst investments are in the few shares with the highest P/E. Using a long-term 
definition of earnings, and attributing influences on the P/E to company size and sector, we 
find  that  a  handful  of  value  shares  give  returns  of  40%+  per  annum,  while  a  handful  of 
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1  Introduction 
The price-earnings effect, in which low P/E shares give better subsequent returns than high 
P/E shares, was first documented almost fifty years ago, by Nicholson (1960). It has been 
reported in many markets around the world, across various time periods. Dreman (1998) used 
it  as  one  of  his  main  demonstrations  of  the  superiority  of  value  shares  for  investment. 
However, academic papers that investigate the P/E effect have always sorted shares into E/P 
quintiles, or at most deciles. These are blunt instruments. We decided to test whether most of 
the extra value to be found in the lower part of the P/E spectrum is to be found in the very 
lowest P/E shares. Similarly, the very worst investments might be in the few shares with the 
highest P/E.  
 
We do not use the traditional P/E ratio in this paper. Instead, we use the ideas developed in 
Anderson and Brooks (2005) (1) and (2) (AB1 and AB2 hereafter), to determine the most 
appropriate P/E statistic for identifying extreme value and glamour shares. We first decide 
which  past  years  of  earnings  help  us  most  in  forming  the  extreme  value  and  glamour 
portfolios,  then  decide  on  the  best  weights  for  the  market  value,  sector  and  idiosyncratic 
components to form a new weighted E/P. We then use the new statistic to decide what size the 
very best and very worst portfolios might be. We find that there is a 30%+ annual gap in 
returns between the extreme value and glamour portfolios. This is used to provide a final 
extraordinary example. 
 
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes our data sources, and the 
methodology  we  used  in  our  calculations  of  long-term  P/E  ratios  and  portfolio  returns. 
Section 3 is an initial investigation into whether finer bins for the P/E spectrum are likely to 
be  of  use.  In  Section  4  we  decide  on  the  best  weights  for  the  past  earnings  and  for  the ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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influences on the E/P. Section 5 looks at small portfolios of 5 to 50 shares, and Section 6 
looks at very small portfolios of one to 15 shares. Section 7 is our portfolio example. Section 
8 concludes. 
 
2  Data Sources and Methodology 
This section describes our data collection process, and the basis of the calculations we used to 
analyse it.  
 
Initially, we collated a list of companies from the London Business School’s ‘London Share 
Price Database’ (LSPD) for the period 1975 to 2003. The LSPD holds data starting from 
1955, but only a sample of one-third of companies is held until 1975. Thereafter, data for 
every UK listed company are held, so we took 1975 as our start date.  
 
We excluded two categories of companies from further analysis. These were financial sector 
companies, including investment trusts, and companies with more than one type of share, for 
instance, voting and non-voting shares. Apportioning the earnings between the different share 
types would be problematic. 
 
Earnings data are available on LSPD, but only for the previous financial year. We therefore 
used Datastream, as this service is able to provide time series data on most of the statistics it 
covers, including earnings. A four-month gap is allowed between the year of earnings being 
studied,  and  portfolio  formation,  to  ensure  that  all  earnings  data  used  would  have  been 
available  at  the  time.  We  therefore  requested,  as  at  1
st  May  on  each  year  1975-2004, 
normalised earnings for the past eight years, the current price, and the returns index on that 
date and a year later, for each company. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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A common criticism of academic studies of stock returns is that the reported returns could not 
actually have been achieved in real life, due to the presence of very small companies or highly 
illiquid shares. In an attempt at least to avoid the most egregious examples, we excluded 
companies if the share mid-price was less than 5p, and we also excluded the lowest 5% of 
shares by market capitalisation in each year. We checked whether this removal of micro-cap 
and penny shares had a serious effect on returns. Penny shares and micro-caps did indeed 
contribute  to  returns,  although  this  contribution  was  across  all  deciles,  not  just  for  value 
shares.  Average  returns  were  1-1.5%  higher  when  all  companies  are  included,  across  all 
deciles and holding periods. An arbitrage strategy that is long on value companies and short 
on glamour companies would therefore be largely unaffected by the exclusion of very small 
companies and of penny shares. 
 
Following AB1, we calculated our E/P statistic for the i
th company/year return by dividing a 
















EP           Equation 1 
where  j Wt  is the weight for the earnings from past year 1 to 8,  ij EPS  is the normalised 
earnings per share for company/year return i from past year j, and  i P  is the current share 
price.  The  weights  vary  according  to  the  weighting  scheme  in  use,  and  are  explained  in 
Section 4. 
 
Following AB2, we decomposed the influences on each E/P into year, size and sector factors. 
We termed the remaining unexplained part of the E/P the idiosyncratic E/P. This is a factor ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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that turns the E/P that one would expect to observe, given the year, the company’s size, and 
the sector in which it operates, into what was actually observed. We assumed a multiplicative 
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Rearranging Equation 2, we calculated the idiosyncratic E/P for each company/year return as 
i i i
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EP   Equation 4 
where  i EP  is  the  new  statistic  for  company/year  return  i,  and  the  right-hand  side  of  the 
equation is a weighted average of the four decomposed influences on the E/P, divided by the 
current share price  i P . The weights vary according to the weighting scheme used, and are also 
explained in Section 4. 
 
As we used all eight years of past earnings, where Datastream reported a company as having a 
zero EPS, i.e. normalised earnings were negative, or there was no EPS recorded for one or 
more  previous  years,  we  could  not  calculate  a  company’s  EP.  16,000  company/year  data 
items that had a full eight years of positive earnings history qualified. 
 
Companies that went bust are flagged in the LSPD. In such cases, we set the RI manually to 
zero, as in Datastream it often becomes fixed at the last traded price. We assumed a 100% loss 
of the investment in that company. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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We then sorted shares by the new E/P statistic, and calculated the average one-year returns for 
the top or bottom n shares in each year as if they were a separate portfolio. We varied n from 
one to fifty, as explained in Sections 5 and 6. In fact we calculated returns for holding periods 
of up to eight years, but since our story is usually told sufficiently well by one-year returns, in 
most cases we do not report them. 
 
3  Initial Investigation 
In order to get an initial estimation of returns for the extreme glamour and value portfolios, 
we require much finer bins than the quintiles or deciles used in previous investigations. With 
16,000 company/year data items and 29 years, if 50 bins per year are used, then this allows an 
average of 11 company/data items per bin. If there are 50 bins, each bin should be termed a 
‘quinquagintile’, according to our Latin dictionary.  
 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the average returns and standard deviation of returns, for each of 
these 50 bins over the 29 years from 1975 to 2003. The weights used are as we developed in 
AB1 and AB2: (EP1+EPM8) for the base EP ratio, and (rounded) weights of 3, -1, 1 for 
MVEP, G17EP and IdioEP respectively. 
 
The returns for glamour shares are particularly poor for the lowest three bins, or 6% of shares. 
Both returns and standard deviations then slope upwards to the right. However, at the other 
end of the scale, outstanding returns of over 35% annually can be had for the top 2% of 
companies sorted by decomposed P/E, but at the price of a very high variance. Clearly, very 
large differences in returns exist between the top and bottom of the P/E range. 
 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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4  A Small Portfolio P/E Statistic 
The returns shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 were calculated using the P/E statistics developed 
in AB1 and AB2 to optimise the resolution of decile returns. However, the statistic that gives 
the best resolution between glamour and value deciles that average 55 members, may not be 
the best statistic to decide the extreme glamour and value portfolios that are of interest here. 
Indeed, what we eventually decide on looks very different to the statistic arrived at before. 
 
There are two phases here: first, we must decide what weights to assign to EP1 and EPM2-
EPM8. Only after that can we decide the appropriate weights for the MVEP, G17EP and 
IdioEP. We must work without the guidance of linear regression, as we are simply comparing 
the  returns  from  extreme  glamour  and  value  portfolios,  without  considering  the  shares 
between  these  extremes,  and  we  cannot  identify  in  advance  which  shares  fall  into  these 
extreme portfolios. We use a portfolio size of ten shares, as hopefully giving a sufficiently 
extreme result.  
Stage One: EP1-EPM8 Weights 
In the first stage, the only weights we vary are those of EP1-EPM8, and the sort statistic we 
use is the base E/P without decomposition into E/P influences. Initially we use equal weights, 
to give a baseline value. Next, in order to see whether more or less recent EPMn are more 
useful predictors, we try weights of one through to eight, then eight through to one. This is not 
to suggest that a linear scale of weights might be the best, but only to determine whether 
weighting more heavily the most recent or oldest earnings figures gives better results. Finally 
we try the ‘EP1 plus EPM8’ optimal weighting scheme found in AB1. We show the returns 
for the value portfolio, glamour portfolio and the value premium under these four weighting 
rules in Table 1. 
 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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There is no great difference between the results, with arbitrage returns of 12-15% for all four. 
Surprisingly, the equally weighted returns give the best results, and both weights that increase 
over time, and weights that decrease,  give poorer resolutions than the simplest weighting 
system.  The  ‘EP1  plus  EPM8’  weights  give  a  slightly  poorer  resolution  than  the  equal 
weights.  In the  absence of further information, and considering the  rough  equality  of the 
resolutions  of  the  different  weights,  we  invoke  Occam’s  Razor  and  proceed  with  equal 
weights.  
 
Stage Two: Decomposition Weights 
The second stage is to determine the optimum weights for the influences on the P/E. In order 
to get some idea of their relative importance, we assigned each influence in turn a weight of 
zero. The difference between the resolutions without the influence, and with it, shows the 
predictive power of each individual influence. Unfortunately we cannot assess the weights for 
MVEP and G17EP alone, because there are only twenty different MV E/P’S and 132 different 
G17 E/P’s, so there would be no basis for creating portfolios of exactly ten companies at the 
value and glamour ends of the P/E range within each year. IdioEP, on the other hand, is 
different for every company, so we can assess it individually. The returns are shown in Table 
2. All E/P’s are now calculated using equal weights for EP1-EPM8. The year E/P is excluded 
from this procedure: since we are sorting within each year, this makes no difference to the 
outcome of the sort. 
 
Excluding  the  MVEP  and  G17EP  make  little  difference  to  simply  using  equal  weights. 
Excluding  IdioEP,  however,  reduces  the  resolution  by  almost  10%.  Clearly,  the  most 
powerful effect on small portfolio returns is the idiosyncratic EP. Indeed, the best resolution 
by a margin of 4% comes from using IdioEP alone. It appears that there is little to be gained 
by researching more complex weights, and we again invoke Occam’s Razor and use IdioEP ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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on its own. This can be seen as the ‘naked’ P/E, shorn of its influences of the year in which 
the P/E was measured, the size of the company and its sector.  
 
5  What Size of Portfolio is Best? 
Having decided to use equal weights for the past eight years of earnings, and the idiosyncratic 
E/P alone, in our P/E statistic for small portfolios, the next step is to look into the best number 
of  shares  to  hold.  This  should  be  of  particular  interest  to  private  investors  who,  unlike 
institutional investors, do not suffer limits on the lower number of stocks they are allowed to 
hold. 
 
We calculated the new  E/P statistic decided on above for each company/year return, and 
sorted the data by year and the new statistic. We then formed glamour and value portfolios of 
the n companies each year with the lowest and highest values of the new statistic, varying n 
from 5 to 50. We chose 50 as our cut-off point because the deciles calculated in AB1 and AB2 
consisted of an average of 55 companies. We then calculated returns, standard deviations and 
Sharpe Ratios for these and for the arbitrage portfolio. The returns for a one-year holding 
period are given in Table 3. The returns, standard deviations and Sharpe Ratios for a one-year 
holding period are presented graphically in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 
It is immediately clear that, for value shares, the best value is to be had at the extreme end of 
the spectrum. The best returns are for the smallest value portfolios, but these have very high 
standard deviations. The Sharpe Ratio for the smallest portfolios is nevertheless the highest. 
The returns on the glamour portfolio do not vary so much, but also seem to have the worst 
performing shares at the extremes. The standard deviation is still quite high for the smallest 
glamour portfolios, however, giving extremely poor Sharpe Ratios. The arbitrage portfolio for ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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five shares takes advantage of the extremely high returns on the value portfolio and poor 
returns on the glamour portfolio to give excellent results. However, its standard deviation is 
even higher than that of the value shares, suggesting that movements in extreme value and 
glamour shares do not cancel each other out when the market as a whole moves. 
 
6  Very Small Portfolios 
It is clear from Figure 3 that the most interesting returns are to be had in the 5-10 share 
portfolio range. We therefore investigated this area more fully, by varying the portfolio size 
from 1 to 15. First, the returns for the three types of portfolio with a one-year holding period 
are given in Table 4. The results for 5, 10 and 15 shares are repeated from Table 3. The one-
year returns, standard deviations and Sharpe Ratios for very small portfolios are shown in 
Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
 
For the value portfolio, returns rise strongly from 30% to over 40% as one moves from fifteen 
shares  down  to  five,  and  then  the  one-share  ‘portfolio’  returns  on  average  over  60%  per 
annum. The extremely high standard deviation for the value portfolio is visible, and this again 
affects the standard deviation of the arbitrage portfolio. The Sharpe Ratio reduces for fewer 
than six value shares, so holding portfolios of less than six value shares seems unwise on this 
measure. However, the Sharpe ratio is then quite similar all the way up to portfolios of twelve 
value shares. The standard deviation of the glamour portfolio also rises slightly as one moves 
from ten shares to three, but this is not compensated for by high returns – indeed, for fewer 
than four shares the glamour portfolio returns get worse and worse. The Sharpe Ratio of very 
small glamour portfolios is therefore extremely poor. 
 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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7  An Extreme Portfolio Illustration 
This example takes one of the best value portfolios so far identified, with six shares. It is the 
largest portfolio that still has average returns over 40% per annum, and the Sharpe ratios 
decline for smaller portfolios. Its matching glamour portfolio would be six shares also with a 
one-year holding period. However, as Table 5 shows, for small portfolios of glamour shares, 
returns  are  relatively  good  for  a  one-year  holding  period,  but  decline  sharply  for  longer 
holding  periods.  We  therefore  hold  our  six  glamour  shares  over  eight  years,  the  longest 
holding period for which we calculated returns. The glamour portfolios thus run from 1975-
1983, 1983-1991, 1991-1999 and a final five-year period from 1999-2004, and we hold only 
24 companies overall.  
 
The results assume an initial investment of £1,000 in the value and glamour portfolios, and 
matching initial positions of +/- £1,000 for the arbitrage portfolio. The values of the portfolios 
are shown in Table 6, and the returns for the three portfolios are shown graphically in Figure 
9. We use a logarithmic scale due to the extreme divergence in returns. The value portfolio 
turns £1,000 in 1975 into £15m in 2004, at an annual compound rate of 39.34%. Despite the 
high variability due to using only six shares, its only significant loss is 20% in 2002-3. The 
very high standard deviations calculated for small value portfolios, and the resultant lower 
Sharpe ratios, do seem to overstate the risk here, because the returns are varying around such 
a high mean. A portfolio that in 29 years gives returns of over 100% three times, and returns 
of over 50% ten times, whilst losing money significantly only once, does not seem to be 
particularly risky in any practical sense of the word. 
 
The glamour portfolio gives a compound return of 5.73%, when we could have made +8.59% 
from holding treasury bills over the 29 years. It also incurred a much higher risk, with losses ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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recorded in 12 of the 29 years. The arbitrage portfolio, despite requiring no start-up capital, 
has turned two matching £1,000 positions in 1975 into £600,000 in 2004, at a compound 
annual rate of 24.69%. This is considerably less than the value portfolio because it suffered a 
near-catastrophe in 1999-2000. In this year the glamour shares that formed the short side of 
the arbitrage more than doubled in value, leading to an 86% loss in the value of the arbitrage 
portfolio  as  a  whole.  The  standard  deviations  of  the  three  portfolios  are  quite  similar, 
indicating  that  combining  these  extreme  value  and  glamour  portfolios  in  a  long/short 
relationship has no dampening effect on shocks to the market as a whole. 
 
8  Conclusion 
In this paper we set out to determine whether the outperformance of value shares is due to a 
small group at the extreme end of the P/E range, and similarly for the underperformance of 
glamour shares. We showed this to be the case: the best returns of 40%+ are to be had by 
holding  less  than  ten  value  shares,  and  at  the  glamour  end  of  the  spectrum,  the  worst 
performance is also when holding fewer than ten of the highest P/E shares. The standard 
deviations however are not symmetrical, with the outstanding performance of small value 
portfolios being marred by very high standard deviations. Glamour shares also have a slightly 
higher standard deviation for small portfolios, but their performance does not compensate for 
it.  
 
The final extraordinary example shows the power of the deconstructed P/E statistic when 
applied to extreme value shares: £1,000 in 1975 is turned into £15m in 2004, at a compound 
rate of 39.34%. For the glamour share portfolio, £1,000 is turned into £5,000, at a compound 
rate of 5.73%, returning considerably less than the risk-free rate but at considerably greater 
risk. Although we deliberately chose these portfolios to maximise the difference in returns, we ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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constructed them using a handful of data items, all publicly available, and simple periodic 
portfolio  rebalancing.  The  results  constitute  a  much  more  serious  challenge  to  ideas  of 
efficient markets than was previously thought to be posed by the P/E effect. 
 
An  immediate  extension  to  our  findings  will  be  to  try  to  replicate  the  results  in  the  US 
markets. Whether portfolios of a handful of extreme value shares that have extraordinarily 
high returns also suffer from a high variability of returns may depend on the size of the 
market. The London market consists of around 1,700 shares. Extreme value portfolios in the 
much larger US markets may nevertheless consist of twenty or thirty shares, and therefore not 
suffer from the high variability of returns that mars such portfolios in the UK. 
 
 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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Weights assigned         
EP1  1  8  1  1 
EPM2  1  7  2  0 
EPM3  1  6  3  0 
EPM4  1  5  4  0 
EPM5  1  4  5  0 
EPM6  1  3  6  0 
EPM7  1  2  7  0 
EPM8  1  1  8  1 
         
One-year returns         
Glamour  15.06%  14.05%  15.33%  16.57% 
Value  29.97%  26.40%  29.23%  30.84% 
Arbitrage  14.91%  12.36%  13.90%  14.27% 
Table 1: Average one-year returns on portfolios of ten glamour and ten value stocks, and on the arbitrage 
portfolio, using different EP1-EPM8 weighting rules. The E/P statistic is calculated as a weighted average 
of the EP1-EPM8 weights, and stocks are sorted according to it, then the top and bottom ten stocks are 
used from each year. The base E/P is used, so there are no E/P decomposition weights. All UK stocks with 
eight years of positive earnings are used, 1975-2003. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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  Equal 
weights 
No MVEP  No G17EP  No IdioEP  IdioEP 
alone 
           
Weights 
assigned 
         
MVEP  1  0  1  1  0 
G17EP  1  1  0  1  0 
IdioEP  1  1  1  0  1 
           
One-Year 
Returns 
         
Glamour  14.89%  16.24%  15.38%  19.48%  12.24% 
Value  32.33%  34.07%  33.25%  27.34%  33.68% 
Arbitrage  17.45%  17.84%  17.86%  7.85%  21.44% 
Table 2: Average one-year returns on portfolios of ten glamour and ten value stocks, and on the arbitrage 
portfolio,  using  equal  weights  for  EP1-EPM8,  and  different  weighting  rules  for  MVEP,  G17EP  and 
IdioEP. The E/P statistic is calculated as a weighted average of MVEP, G17EP and IdioEP, and stocks are 
sorted according to it, then the top and bottom ten stocks are used from each year. All UK stocks with 
eight years of positive earnings are used, 1975-2003.  
 
 
No. of Shares  5  10  15  20  25 
Glamour  12.98%  12.24%  14.98%  13.59%  15.67% 
Value  43.43%  33.68%  31.01%  29.25%  27.69% 
Arbitrage  30.45%  21.44%  16.03%  15.67%  12.02% 
           
No. of Shares  30  35  40  45  50 
Glamour  16.67%  17.20%  16.98%  16.98%  17.03% 
Value  27.13%  27.86%  27.06%  27.21%  26.64% 
Arbitrage  10.46%  10.65%  10.08%  10.23%  9.61% 
Table 3: Average one-year returns for portfolios of 5-50 shares, 1975-2003. Equal weights for EP1-EPM8 
are used, but of the decomposed E/P influences, IdioEP alone is used. 
 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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No. of Shares  1  2  3  4  5 
Glamour  4.76%  10.15%  13.27%  15.53%  12.98% 
Value  61.51%  43.80%  39.84%  44.20%  43.43% 
Arbitrage  56.75%  33.65%  26.58%  28.68%  30.45% 
           
No. of Shares  6  7  8  9  10 
Glamour  13.91%  14.33%  13.81%  13.19%  12.24% 
Value  43.57%  40.03%  37.88%  34.92%  33.68% 
Arbitrage  29.66%  25.69%  24.07%  21.73%  21.44% 
           
No. of Shares  11  12  13  14  15 
Glamour  12.11%  13.00%  13.19%  14.31%  14.98% 
Value  33.89%  32.66%  31.74%  30.95%  31.01% 
Arbitrage  21.78%  19.66%  18.55%  16.64%  16.03% 
Table 4: Average one-year returns for portfolios of 1-15 shares, 1975-2003 
 
  Rtn01  Rtn02  Rtn03  Rtn04  Rtn05  Rtn06  Rtn07  Rtn08 
Glamour  13.91%  10.51%  9.35%  8.16%  7.63%  6.72%  5.21%  4.90% 
Value  43.57%  33.09%  29.27%  30.10%  27.40%  25.62%  25.46%  25.90% 
Table 5: Average returns over holding periods of one to eight years for six-share extreme value and 
glamour portfolios, 1975-2003 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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Value, 6 shares, 
 1 year 
  Glamour, 6 shares, 
8 years    Arbitrage portfolio   
Year  Value  Return  Value  Return  Value  Return 
1975  £1,000  123.86%  £1,000  18.08%  £1,000  105.78% 
1976  £2,239  69.42%  £1,181  16.06%  £2,058  53.36% 
1977  £3,793  43.31%  £1,370  12.79%  £3,156  30.52% 
1978  £5,435  44.97%  £1,546  26.94%  £4,119  18.04% 
1979  £7,880  0.01%  £1,962  -0.33%  £4,862  0.34% 
1980  £7,880  51.72%  £1,956  18.97%  £4,878  32.75% 
1981  £11,956  9.98%  £2,327  -15.17%  £6,476  25.15% 
1982  £13,150  44.87%  £1,974  50.73%  £8,105  -5.86% 
1983  £19,050  91.61%  £2,975  18.64%  £7,629  72.96% 
1984  £36,500  27.91%  £3,530  14.92%  £13,196  12.98% 
1985  £46,686  75.24%  £4,057  6.48%  £14,909  68.76% 
1986  £81,813  49.21%  £4,320  59.28%  £25,160  -10.07% 
1987  £122,074  11.07%  £6,880  26.89%  £22,627  -15.82% 
1988  £135,586  43.37%  £8,730  25.16%  £19,048  18.20% 
1989  £194,384  8.42%  £10,927  -5.27%  £22,515  13.69% 
1990  £210,752  22.76%  £10,351  -27.61%  £25,597  50.37% 
1991  £258,721  18.92%  £7,493  -11.84%  £38,491  30.75% 
1992  £307,668  55.91%  £6,606  -10.86%  £50,328  66.77% 
1993  £479,700  38.33%  £5,889  8.46%  £83,934  29.88% 
1994  £663,590  9.90%  £6,387  -6.08%  £109,009  15.99% 
1995  £729,313  63.98%  £5,999  0.54%  £126,436  63.44% 
1996  £1,195,896  104.42%  £6,031  0.58%  £206,645  103.84% 
1997  £2,444,623  66.43%  £6,066  -3.94%  £421,229  70.37% 
1998  £4,068,684  -0.10%  £5,827  -1.48%  £717,657  1.38% 
1999  £4,064,718  15.97%  £5,740  102.04%  £727,595  -86.07% 
2000  £4,714,006  32.86%  £11,598  -22.79%  £101,353  55.65% 
2001  £6,263,143  32.95%  £8,955  -24.92%  £157,758  57.87% 
2002  £8,327,114  -20.05%  £6,723  -31.05%  £249,059  11.00% 
2003  £6,657,886  126.22%  £4,636  8.56%  £276,457  117.66% 









   
24.69% 
 
StdDev    0.3628    0.2782    0.4211 
Table 6: Portfolio values for extreme value and glamour portfolios 
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Figure 2: Standard deviation of one-year returns, sorting shares into 50 bins divided by decomposed P/E, 
1975-2003 
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Figure 3: Annual returns on value, glamour and arbitrage small portfolios with a one-year holding period, 
1975-2003 
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Figure 4: Standard deviations of value, glamour and arbitrage small portfolios with a one-year holding 
period, 1975-2003 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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Figure 5: Sharpe Ratios of value, glamour and arbitrage small portfolios with a one-year holding period, 
1975-2003 
 
















Figure 6: One-year returns for very small value, glamour and arbitrage portfolios, 1975-2003 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance DP2005-04 
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Figure 7: Standard deviations of very small value, glamour and arbitrage portfolios, 1975-2003 
 














Figure 8: Sharpe Ratios of very small value, glamour and arbitrage portfolios, 1975-2003 
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Value, 6 shares, 1 year Glamour, 6 shares, 8 years Arbitrage portfolio
 
Figure 9: Portfolio values for six value shares rebalanced annually, six glamour shares rebalanced every 
eight years, and the arbitrage portfolio, 1975-2003 
 